
FRANKEY & SANDRINO (DE – Innervisions / Drumpoet Community)

Frankey & Sandrino’s productions, dj & live sets, are made 
of the right stern to snowball dance floors worldwide and 
fill them with epic moments! 

Both Frankey and Sandrino have individually been active 
with electronic music well over a decade now. On the one 
hand, there’s Sandrino whose passion for life is driven 
by longtime love for house music in all its forms and 
shapes. On the other hand, there is Frankey, a schooled 
musician who already has a string of full-length albums and 
single releases out under different disguises. After their 
encounter at Butan club, where Sandrino held a residency, 
the guys were drawn to each other by their mutual thirst 
for deep & melodic music, resulting in the self-named 
project by 2010. It didn’t behold much time before their 
first creations were released by Four:Twenty Records and 
Mood Music.

In 2014, Frankey & Sandrino sign “SAVE” to Innervisions. 
By the end of 2013, the tittle track was one of the most 
sought after records. Being the key-track in every Dixon 
set for months, it also went down as the perfect soundtrack 
to the Mexican sunrise during the Innervisions BPM party. 
The next step has been taken!

Early 2015, the guys sign “Starchild/Lost” to the Zurich 
based Drumpoet Community. Once more, Frankey & 
Sandrino take you to the deepest shades of house. On this 
specific EP, they work together with the UK based vocalist 
Jinadu (The Beauty Room). 

By April “Cephei” is released on MoodMusic, and is 
described as inter-galactic starlight house music.

June sees their biggest release to date: “Acamar/Lukida” on 
Innervisions. The definition of the summer of 2015 you get 
by listening to “Acamar”. The duo also receives the award 
for “Track of the season” on the Ibiza DJ Awards.

Even though the tour diary gets busier and busier, Frankey 
& Sandrino find time to prepare their next breaking EP 
“Ways of the sun / Formax” on Drumpoet Community, for 
release December. 
 
It’s safe to say the duo is shaping up for exciting times;
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RIPPERTON (CH – Tamed Musiq / ESP Institute)

Switzerland’s Ripperton — a man out of me, 
a 6-stringed bass, a fish swimming upstream 
against the mainstream tide. After over 20 
years as an artist, Ripperton is still where he 
has always been — where the music is good, 
surrounded by the unique people he believes in, 
releasing only but his best work.
Away from the hype train, Ripperton’s 
journey as an artist has taken him on a flow 
of successful musical collaborations and 
permutations through the years such as Soul 
Merge, Lazy Fat People, Roots Panorama 
and solo project Headless Ghost, plus the 
respectable labels Perspectiv and Tamed Musiq 
to his name. Each reflecting and adding colour 
to the broad spectrum of his music repertoire 
— be it soul and disco or ambient, alternative 
or indie-oriented, in live performance or a 
fascination with analogue or texture — these  
flashes of colour appear in his wide body of 
remix work and emotive DJ sets that simply 
speak to those who are in the know.

Ripperton’s work is always personal. And 
from his previous critically acclaimed albums 
on Green and Systematic to his latest release 
on ESP Institute, whether he’s playing in the 
mountains or at a boat party, it’s Ripperton 
doing what he is doing with his personal best.
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